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CREATE YOUR
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PLAN
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BUSINESS

BACK

Well managed change has
never been more
important than now. How
you manage change, and
engage your team will be
critical to your future.
Companies that manage
change effectively can
pivot, bounceback and
recover quickly - seriously
outperforming their
competitors.
There are numerous
benefits to better managed
change:

Helps you to recover
quickly from major
external changes and
events.
Builds engagement in
your team, which has
several really powerful
benefits including big
productivity gains.
Greater agility means
greater competitiveness.
Enables you to tune or
transform your business.
For something that has
such incredible benefits,
why leave it to chance?
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RECOVER
BETTER

- 4

STEPS

TO

CHANGE

In times of recovery from large scale changes, such as those
brought on by the Coronavirus, and especially if you have
had to make some hard decisions and conducted some
restructuring for example, it is important to act quickly but
to get it right.
We understand that change involves a great deal of
emotion. Change needs to be handled in the right way.
Handled badly you run the risk of putting your customers
off-side and losing your colleagues’ support. Handled
effectively, you will transform and future proof your
business and improve engagement too. That’s why we have
organised our change offering into RECOVER.
Reset – What has changed and what is our new normal?
Compare – Where are the gaps in our current capability?
Verify – Which change levers and activities will ensure we
recover quickly?
Reinforce – How will we measure and sustain our new
normal?
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HOW

TO

USE

THIS

GUIDE

Successful change,
especially through times of
recovery, needs four key
ingredients:

Throughout change it is
important to engage your
team or they may not
buy into it.

1. Start from a strong
foundation.
2. Understand the change
gap between what you
have and what you
need.
3. Create a clear change
plan.
4. Sustain any changes
that you make.

In each of the four steps
of RECOVER we layout
the importance of the
stage and a simple
checklist for you to
consider and compare
your own change efforts
against.
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RESET

What has changed and
what is our new normal?
First you need understand
what has changed and what
is your new normal.
It is important to reassess
the fundamentals of your
business.
Is your purpose clear and
still relevant? What is the
new normal for your sector?
Is your business model
going to work in the new
normal?
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RESET
CHECKLIST

Action steps:
Work on your purpose
Get clarity of what has changed
Check that your business model is still relevant
Purpose:
1. Is still relevant despite all the recent changes
2. Will help us to recover from recent changes
3. Helps us to make decisions about where to focus
4. Talks to me at both a rational and emotional level
5. Is supported & "bought into" by the whole team
Internal and external changes:
1. It is really helpful to get clarity on key changes that have impacted your
business.
2. Brainstorm and note down any key changes in the market, your
customer base, buyer behaviour, competitor activity and so on.
3. Now do the same for your business - what has changed in terms of
staffing, skills mix, environment, equipment, products and services for
example.
Business model:
1. Check that your current business model is well suited to the "new
normal" . For example if your business is based on events, can it flex to
allow for socially distanced, outdoor, or online events?
2. Is it still relevant?
3. Is it still creating customer demand?
4. Is it efficient and effective within the current context?

In our other eBooks here, one of the first activities is around
defining your purpose. If you need help with this step, it is a
great idea to check out these other guides.
A useful tool for thinking about external changes is a PESTLE
analysis - you'll find lots of examples on Google.
The Business Model Canvass, also freely available on the
internet, is a great way to look at your business model, all on
one page - there are also apps for use with a tablet to build
your business model canvass.
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COMPARE

Where are the gaps in our
current capability?
Now assess where the gaps
are in your current
capability. This activity is
often referred to as a
change “gap and impact
analysis.”
Ask, "What are the people
impacts on our business at
quite a detailed level (skills,
roles, boundaries,
responsibilities and so on)
as well as process and
technology changes. And
therefore, what are the gaps
in where we are today and
where we will need to be as
we recover?"
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COMPARE
CHECKLIST

Action steps:
Work on your change "gap analysis"
Gap analysis:
1. Create a detailed view of the specific changes
now needed, or in progress, in your business
2. Ensure that these are:
a. Clear and understandable
b. Broken down into categories that describe
the change impact in a meaningful way
e.g. processes
c. Broken down by who (individuals or
groups) is impacted by the change
d. Each change is given a "magnitude" e.g.
small, medium, large (this is to help focus
the appropriate amount of effort on the
changes)
e. For each change we have an initial view of
the types of change intervention required
e.g. skills, communication, leadership,
role design
f. For each change we know if we need to
support that change with technology,
process change or other operational
changes
g. Developed with inputs across your team
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VERIFY

Next, you need to identify
which change levers and
activities will ensure we
recover quickly.
This could vary across skills
building, role redesign,
communication and
engagement activities,
leadership development,
behaviour modification and
many more aspects of
change.
These need to be organised
in a feasible and ordered
change plan.
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VERIFY
CHECKLIST

Action steps:
Work on your change plan
Change plan - it needs to:
1. Be clear and understandable
2. Set out the specific steps required to make the changes identified
earlier
3. Feel like it realistically sets out the timeframe required
4. Put the change activities in a sensible order, recognising key interdependencies
5. Break down the "change levers" in some detail e.g. we don't just
say "retraining" we describe who needs what what type of
retraining
6. Include a mix of short term wins with longer term changes
7. Have been developed with inputs across our team
8. Be well supported across your team and/or by a good cross section
of people impacted by the changes

I'm not going to tell you how to create a change plan - everyone has their
own preferred methods and tools for planning - Trello and ASANA being
two useful apps - for example.
However, your change plan should ultimately be a list of activities,
designed to produce some sort of outcome (often called a deliverable).
A good plan will have the following elements:
Activity
Deliverable
Responsible person
Time (start-finish or day)
Change impact(s) addressed
Impacted people/teams
Change lever
Dependencies
Any assumptions in your planning
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REINFORCE
How will we measure and
sustain our new normal?
Finally, for any change to be
successful it needs to be
sustained. So, how will you
measure and maintain your
new normal?
Identifying some simple
aspects of the change and
measures around them
would allow you track your
progress and sustain your
new normal.
We recommend a simple
sustain plan, supported with
a balanced change
dashboard.
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REINFORCE
CHECKLIST
Action steps:
Create your sustain plan
Identify simple success measures
Make the measures visible and use them to keep changing and
improving
Sustain plan:
1. Our sustain activities:
a. Are clear and understandable
b. Designed to maintain change momentum
c. Linked to things we can measure to track progress
d. Progress measures are captured and shared across the
company
e. Tested with inputs from a variety of people across our team

Your sustain plan should contain a balanced mix of
leading and outcome activities and measures.
In other words, it will contain things that you can do and
measure to sustain changes DURING change, to see RESULTS
as outcomes.
The easiest way to describe this is in an example.
Imagine you are looking for your team to fully adopt a new
tool for remote collaboration.
Your sustain activity, could be to host super brief daily
updates that relay really useful information, and creates an
attraction to use the tool to be there and contribute.
Your leading measure could be % of your team engaging and
using the tool; while your outcome might be number of
project problems actually addressed and recorded using the
platform.
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Hope you
found this
useful
ALL

THE

BEST,

PAUL

We are always delighted to discuss your ideas and
questions. Please get in touch!

Hello@thechangeshed.com
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